
*Gender, Violence, and History in If We Were Birds: an Interview With Erin Shields 

“Every war involves rape. One in four women has suffered sexual abuse. Violence leads to more 
violence and we can’t get enough of these stories”  

– Erin Shields* 
	
Ovid’s magnum-opus, The Metamorphoses, showcases the history of the world (at least, the 
world of 8 A.D.). Within this story is the tale of Philomela, who is raped by her sister’s husband. 
It is a story of trauma, it is a story of revenge. It is a story that, hundreds of years later, 
remains more relevant than ever. 
 
Shields layers this story with that of women in war. Rape is a tool of war. Rwanda.	Bosnia-
Herzegovina.	Nanking. Berlin.	Bangladesh.	Syria.	Burma.	These are just a few of the 
locations today that are known for utilizing this weapon in recent years. These women, who have 
been victims of rape as a weapon, are not silenced. 
 
In her book, Last Girl, Nadia Murad details her experience of being taken to Mosul by ISIS and 
being forced to participate in their slave trade. During this time, she endured multiple rapes 
before her ultimate escape. This is a story that should make us aware that the acts we witness on 
stage are not that far removed from those that have happened recently and are still happening. 
We are able to become aware of these stories through the act of speaking up, through the act of 
speaking out. The fact that Nadia has published her story for the world is a testament to the 
importance of using one’s voice to instigate change.  
 
The power of the female voice is one that, within the past two years, has been at the forefront of 
the public eye. The #MeToo movement, which gained momentum in 2017, showed how 
important it is for women to not only speak up, but be believed. Though we see women doubt the 
experiences of other women, specifically through Philomela’s interactions with slave women, we 
are never led to doubt the power of words. A female voice is a weapon, and whether it is made 
known through words or through images on a tapestry, it demands to be heard. 	
 
Philomela and Nadia have similar takeaways at the end of their stories. Philomela tells us, “I will 
always be re-living the horror of what has been done, of what I have done, but still, I continue to 
fly.” Nadia also comments on the difficulty of speaking about and reliving her experiences, but 
ultimately says, “My story, told honestly and matter-of-factly, is the best weapon I have against 
terrorism…”. Trauma is not something one can rid themselves of immediately. However, as 
demonstrated by Nadia, by Philomela, by the other women who become birds, the act of 
speaking can begin healing.  


